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Abstract. The music melody can be used to distinguish the genre style of music and can also be 
used for retrieving music works. This paper used a deep learning algorithm, the convolutional 
neural network (CNN), to extract the features of musical melodies and recognize genres. 
Three-tuple samples were used as training samples in the training process. Orthogonal 
experiments were conducted on the number of music segments and the type of activation function 
in the algorithm in the simulation experiments. The CNN algorithm was compared with support 
vector machine (SVM) and traditional CNN algorithms. The results showed that there were 
obvious differences in the pitch and melody curves of different genres of music; the recognition 
performance was best when the number of music segments was six and the activation function 
was relu; the CNN algorithm trained by three-tuple samples had better recognition accuracy and 
spent less recognition time. 
Keywords: music melody, pitch, feature extraction, convolutional neural network. 

1. Introduction 

Music generally refers to the art form composed by sound, which is a sequence of phonemes 
arranged in a certain order and interval [1]. With the rapid development of economy, people’s 
material needs are mostly satisfied, so their spiritual needs are gradually increasing. Music 
appreciation is a way to satisfy spiritual needs. Music as an art form has been developed over 
many years, and there is a market demand to satisfy spiritual needs, so many musical works and 
music styles exist. It is time-consuming for the average audience to retrieve the desired musical 
works manually [2]. It is equally time-consuming for the learner and creator to manually analyze 
musical works [3]. A melody is a component of music that corresponds to the sequence of 
fundamental frequency values of the pitch of the dominant tone of the music. In music analysis, a 
melody is also a high-level semantics of music that can be used to describe the content of a musical 
work. The use of musical melodies can assist in the identification and classification of musical 
styles and music retrieval. 

Related works are as follows. Lee et al. [4] proposed a segment-based melody-matching 
method to solve the problem of wheezing noise and rhythmic inconsistency and reduce the 
computational complexity of the traditional linear scaling method in a singing/humming query 
system. The results showed that the segment-based method solved these problems better than the 
traditional global linear scaling method. Reddy et al. [5] proposed a melody extraction method 
based on time-domain adaptive filtering and verified the effectiveness of the method through 
experiments. Sunny et al. [6] proposed a music emotion recognition and genre classification 
method using a Gaussian process and a neural network. The results showed that the neural 
network-based Gaussian process consistently outperformed the neural network in the music 
emotion recognition and genre classification tasks. This paper used a deep learning algorithm, i.e., 
the convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithm, for feature extraction and genre recognition 
of musical melodies. Three-tuple samples were used as training samples. Orthogonal experiments 
were performed on the number of musical segments and the type of activation function in the 
algorithm. The CNN algorithm was compared with support vector machine (SVM) and traditional 
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CNN algorithms. 

2. Extraction and recognition of music melody features 

Music melody is an advanced semantic feature of music, which can reflect the content that 
music is intended to express to a certain extent. Using this feature is possible to achieve 
recognition of music style, retrieval of music, and even detection of music similarity. For ordinary 
listeners without professional training [7], although they can make intuitive judgments based on 
the melodies they hear, it is difficult to identify their musical styles accurately. In addition, even 
for professionally trained listeners, retrieval and similarity judgment of music by melodies can 
also take much time. In order to improve the efficiency of operations such as music style 
recognition and music retrieval, deep learning algorithms are applied to extract and recognize 
melodic features [8]. 

 
Fig. 1. Deep learning algorithm-based music melody feature extraction and recognition 

The process of using a deep learning algorithm to extract and identify music melody features 
is shown in Fig. 1. In this paper, the authors use the pitch sequence of music signals as the feature 
of music melody, and the specific steps are below. 

(1) The music signal dataset is collected to train the deep learning algorithm. The genre 
corresponding to the music is also collected as the identification label of the music signal dataset. 

(2) The audio signal is preprocessed, including noise reduction and framing processing [9]. 
During framing, the frame length is set as 20 ms, and the frame shift size is set as 10 ms to ensure 
the continuity of the fundamental frequency that can reflect the pitch. 

(3) The fundamental frequency of every frame of the music signal is extracted to get the 
original pitch sequence. Whether the frame music signal has sound is determined based on the 
sound energy size. If the frame music signal has no sound, the fundamental frequency of the frame 
music signal is 0; if the frame music signal has sound, the Fourier transform [10] is performed on 
the frame signal to get the spectrum map. After that, the fundamental frequency of the frame signal 
is calculated and taken as the pitch, and the calculation formula is: 

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧𝐻 = 𝑓 |𝑓 = 𝑓 𝑖⁄ , 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4,5,𝑆(𝑓 ) = ℎ 𝐴(𝑛𝑓 ),𝑓 = argmax 𝑆(𝑓 ) ,  (1)

where 𝐻 is the set of candidate fundamental frequencies, 𝑓  is the global peak frequency in the 
spectrogram of the frame, 𝑆(𝑓 ) is the confidence level when 𝑓  is used as the fundamental 
frequency, 𝑀 is the number of harmonics, ℎ  is the compression factor of the 𝑛-th harmonic [11], 𝐴(𝑛𝑓 ) is the amplitude of the 𝑛-th harmonic when 𝑓  is used as the fundamental frequency, and 𝑓  is the calculated fundamental frequency of the frame signal, which is the frequency with the 
highest confidence level among the candidate fundamental frequencies. 

(4) The original pitch sequence of the music signal is the fundamental frequency of all frame 
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music signals arranged according to time, and the original pitch sequence image of the music 
melody is often a stepped line. Although the CNN algorithm can also be trained to recognize the 
original pitch sequence image directly, the peak angle of the stepped lines will make it difficult 
for the CNN algorithm to learn deep features, so this paper uses the pitch histogram to extract the 
statistical features of the pitch sequence. The original pitch sequence is normalized. The interval 
of [0, 1] is divided into five equal parts. The number of pitch values in every interval is counted. 
Then, the statistical values are normalized. Finally, the extreme difference, variance, and mean of 
the normalized pitch sequence are calculated and taken as the complement of the statistical 
features. An eight-dimensional pitch statistical feature [𝑐 , 𝑐 , 𝑐 , 𝑐 , 𝑐 , 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒, var,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛]  is 
obtained, where 𝑐  is the statistical value of the 𝑖-th interval after normalization, 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 is the 
extreme difference of the normalized pitch sequence, var is the variance, and 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 refers to the 
mean value. The pitch sequence is processed to be two-dimensional, i.e., the original pitch 
sequence of the music signal is divided into 𝑁 segments, and eight-dimensional pitch statistical 
features are obtained from every pitch sequence according to the above method. The eight-
dimensional pitch statistical features of 𝑁 segments are combined to obtain the two-dimensional 
pitch features of the music signal in a size of 8 × 𝑁. 

(5) After obtaining the two-dimensional pitch features of the music signal through the above 
steps, they are directly used for CNN training, but in practice, the music signal used for genre style 
recognition cannot be completely provided by one person. Different people have different degrees 
of mastery of the music melody. Moreover, music segmentation during training will destroy the 
correlation of melodic features to some extent, so this paper trains the CNN with triple [12]. A 
three-tuple sample contains an original sample, a positive sample, and a negative sample. The 
original sample is a music sample fragment of a genre style, the positive sample is a random music 
sample fragment of the same genre style as the original sample, and the negative sample is a 
random music sample fragment of a different genre style from the original sample. 

(6) When the CNN algorithm is trained using three-tuple music samples, three CNNs with the 
same structure are required, one for processing the original samples, one for processing the 
positive samples, and one for processing the negative samples. When CNNs process the two-
dimensional pitch features of music samples, they are all processed by convolutional operations 
in the convolutional layer using convolutional kernels [13]: 𝑌 = 𝑓(𝑋 ⊗𝑊 + 𝑏 ), (2)

where 𝑌  is the convolutional output feature value of the 𝑖-th convolutional kernel, 𝑋  is the input 
vector of the 𝑖-th convolutional kernel, 𝑊  is the weight in the 𝑖-th convolutional kernel, and 𝑏  is 
the bias of the 𝑖-th convolutional kernel. In addition, the convolutional features extracted by the 
convolutional kernels are pooled and compressed in the pooling layer in order to reduce the 
computational effort [14]. After that, the computational result, which is the genre label of the 
music signal, is output in the fully connected layer. 

(7) Whether the training of the CNN is finished is determined. If it is, the parameters in the 
CNN are fixed and used for testing with subsequent test sets; if it is not, the parameters in the 
CNN are adjusted in the reverse direction. The conditions used to judge whether the training is 
over include whether the number of training iterations reaches the maximum and whether the CNN 
objective function converges to stability. The purpose of the CNN is to identify the genre style of 
the music signal, so the objective function needs to reflect the difference between the identification 
result and the actual result. In addition, this paper also uses triple to train the CNN to make the 
features extracted from similar samples as close as possible and the features extracted from 
different samples as far away as possible. Therefore, the objective function that can reflect the 
feature difference between three-tuple samples is also needed. The final objective function is: 
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⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧𝑙 = 𝑙 + 𝑙 ,𝑙 = − 𝑍 lg 𝑦 ,𝑙 = max 0, (‖𝑓(𝐼 ) − 𝑓(𝐼 )‖ − ‖𝑓(𝐼 ) − 𝑓(𝐼 )‖ + 𝛼) , (3)

where 𝑙 is the total objective loss function, 𝑙  is the classification loss function, 𝑙  is the triple 
feature expression loss function, 𝑛 is the total number of samples, 𝑀 is the total number of triples, 𝑐 is the number of categories, 𝐼 , 𝐼 , 𝐼  are the original, positive, and negative samples in the 𝑖-th 
triplet, 𝑍  is the decision variable that takes the value of 1 when sample 𝑖 actually belongs to 
category 𝑗 and 0 vice versa, 𝑦  is the calculated probability that sample 𝑖 belongs to category 𝑗, 𝑓(•) is the sample feature extracted using the CNN, 𝛼 is the minimum interval between the 
original and positive sample feature spacing and the original and negative sample feature spacing. 

The above steps are repeated until the total objective loss function of the CNN converges to a 
stable level, or the number of iterations reaches the maximum. The application process of the 
trained CNN is shown in Fig. 1. After processing the music segment according to steps (2), (3), 
and (4), the two-dimensional pitch sequence features are input into the trained CNN, and the 
probability distribution of the music genre style classification is obtained after forward calculation. 
The category with the highest probability is used as the genre style recognition result of the music 
fragment. 

3. Simulation experiments 

3.1. Experimental data 

Nottingham dataset and Theorytab were music datasets used in the experiment. The former is 
a classical dataset containing folk songs & ballads in the MIDI format [15], and the data come 
with chord markers. The latter has more than 10,000 western pop music songs with chord markers, 
containing more than 20,000 music clips. Two hundred music clips were selected from one of five 
genres, i.e., classical, rock, jazz, pop, and rap, in the above music datasets; 150 clips were taken 
as the training samples, and 50 clips were taken as the test samples. There were 1,000 music clips, 
among which 750 clips were the training samples and 250 were the test samples. The sampling 
frequency of every music clip was 44 kHz, and the duration was 30 s. The music duration selected 
in this paper was determined by orthogonal tests. 

3.2. Experimental setup 

In the CNN-based music melody feature extraction and recognition algorithm, the music signal 
was divided into 𝑁 subsections when the pitch sequence was two-dimensionalized. The size of 𝑁 
could affect the specification of the two-dimensional pitch sequence, which could affect the local 
features of the melody. Moreover, the type of activation function used when the convolution layer 
in the CNN algorithm convolved the two-dimensional pitch sequence could also affect the 
performance of the whole algorithm. Therefore, the orthogonal tests were performed on 𝑁 and 
activation function type. The number of 𝑁 was set as 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, and the activation function 
type was set as relu, tahn, and sigmoid. The setting of the other relevant parameters is as follows. 
There were three convolutional layers, and each had 48 convolution kernels with a size of 3×3. 
The moving step length of the convolution kernel was 1. One pooling layer followed every 
convolutional layer. The moving step length of the mean-pooling box in a size of 2×2 was 1. A 
regularization with a random deactivation of 0.4 was used during the training process, and the 
maximum number of iterations was 1,500. 

In order to further verify the performance of the CNN algorithm trained by three-tuple samples, 
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it was compared with two other recognition algorithms. The first one was also a CNN algorithm, 
but the difference was that this CNN algorithm was not trained by three-tuple samples. The 
two-dimensional pitch sequence was used directly to train the CNN algorithm. The loss objective 
function was cross-entropy. The relevant parameters of the convolution and pooling layers were 
the same as the CNN algorithm trained by three-tuple samples. A regularization with a random 
deactivation of 0.4 was used, and the maximum number of iterations was 1,500. The second 
algorithm was the SVM algorithm. The statistical features of the pitch sequence were used as the 
input vector of the SVM algorithm. The relevant parameters of the SVM algorithms are as follows: 
the sigmoid function was used as the kernel function, and the penalty factor was set as 1. 

3.3. Evaluation indicators 

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧𝑃 = 𝑇𝑃𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 ,𝑅 = 𝑇𝑃𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 ,𝐹 = 2𝑃𝑅𝑃 + 𝑅 ,  (4)

where 𝑃 refers to the precision, 𝑅 is the recall rate, 𝐹 is a comprehensive consideration of the 
precision and recall rate, 𝑇𝑃 is the number of positive samples that are predicted as positive, 𝐹𝑃 
is the number of negative samples that are predicted as positive, and 𝐹𝑁 is the number of positive 
samples that are predicted as negative. 

4. Experimental results 

The number of music samples used was large, and due to space limitation, only the pitch 
melodic lines of part of the music clips are shown in Figs. 2-3. It was seen from the figures that 
the melodic pitch lines of the two different genres of music were significantly different. The 
characteristic points in the pitch melody lines of the classical genre were mostly scattered up and 
down, while the characteristic points in the pitch melodic lines of the jazz genre were relatively 
more concentrated. 

 
Fig. 2. Pitch melodic lines of a music fragment belong the classical genre 

The CNN algorithm trained by three-tuple samples was tested orthogonally for the number of 
music segments and the type of activation function, and the results are shown in Table 1. It was 
seen from the data in Table 1 that the performance of the CNN algorithm adopting different 
activation functions for music genre recognition rose first and then decreased; the CNN algorithm 
adopting different activation functions had the best recognition performance when the number of 
music segments was six; when the number of music fragments was the same, the CNN algorithm 
adopting the relu activation function performed the best, followed by the algorithm adopting the 
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sigmoid activation function and the algorithm adopting the tahn activation function. After 
orthogonal comparison, it was concluded that the CNN algorithm trained by three-tuple samples 
had the best recognition performance when the number of music segments was six and the 
activation function was relu. 

 
Fig. 3. Pitch melodic lines of a music fragment belonging to the jazz genre 

Table 1. The music recognition performance of this CNN algorithm trained by the three-tuple samples 
under different numbers of music segments and different activation function types 

Activation function Evaluation indicators 𝑁 = 2 𝑁 = 4 𝑁 = 6 𝑁 = 8 𝑁 = 10 

Relu 
Precision / % 81.2 85.3 89.6 85.4 80.1 

Recall rate / % 82.1 85.7 87.8 85.4 81.7 
F-value / % 81.6 85.5 88.7 85.4 80.9 

Sigmoid 
Precision / % 71.5 75.7 78.9 75.4 71.2 

Recall rate / % 71.2 74.3 77.8 73.7 70.2 
F-value / % 71.3 75.0 78.3 74.5 70.7 

Tahn 
Precision / % 69.8 72.1 75.6 72.3 70.1 

Recall rate / % 69.7 71.8 74.8 71.3 70.2 
F-value / % 69.7 71.9 75.2 71.8 70.1 

After obtaining the appropriate number of music segments and the type of the activation 
function through orthogonal experiments, the performance of the CNN algorithm trained by 
three-tuple samples was compared with two other algorithms, SVM and traditional CNN 
algorithms, in order to further verify its performance in recognizing music genres. The SVM 
algorithm used the six-dimensional statistical features of the pitch sequence directly when 
recognizing music genres, while the traditional CNN algorithm divided the music into different 
parts and transformed them into two-dimensional pitch sequence statistical features. The test 
results of the performance of the three recognition algorithms are shown in Fig. 4. The precision, 
recall rate, and F-value of the SVM algorithm were 72.3 %, 71.8 %, and 72.0 %, respectively; the 
precision, recall rate, and F-value of the traditional CNN algorithm were 82.5 %, 82.1 %, and 
82.3 %, respectively; the precision, recall rate, and F-value of the CNN algorithm trained by 
three-tuple samples were 89.6 %, 87.8 %, and 88.7 %, respectively. It was found from the 
comparison in Fig. 4 that the CNN algorithm trained by three-tuple samples had the best 
performance, the traditional CNN algorithm was the second, and the SVM algorithm was the 
worst. 

In addition to comparing the detection accuracy of the three music genre recognition 
algorithms, the average time spent on genre recognition of music fragments was also compared 
between the three algorithms, and the results are shown in Fig. 5. The average time spent on 
recognition of every music fragment by the SVM algorithm was 2.42 s, the average time of the 
traditional CNN algorithm was 1.32 s, and the average time of the CNN algorithm trained by 
three-tuple samples was 1.24 s. It was seen from Fig. 5 that the SVM algorithm took the longest 
time to recognize music clips, followed by the traditional CNN and the CNN algorithm trained by 
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three-tuple samples. 

  
Fig. 4. Performance of three music genre recognition algorithms 

 
Fig. 5. Average recognition time of three music genre recognition algorithms 

5. Discussion 

The music melody is an advanced semantic meaning of a musical work, corresponding to the 
sequence of fundamental frequency values of pitches in the dominant music tone. Melody can be 
used to describe what the music is trying to say. Analyzing musical melodies can help understand 
the genre of music and can be used to search for musical works to aid in the appreciation and 
creation of music. However, as different people have different music appreciation abilities and 
different music-related professional literacy and the number of music works is large, it is difficult 
for the general public to judge music styles or retrieve related works by virtue of melodies. In this 
paper, deep learning was used to extract and recognize the features of music melodies. Three-tuple 
samples were used to train the CNN algorithm to improve its recognition performance, and the 
objective functions of the difference between original and positive sample features and the 
difference between original and negative sample features were added to guide the learning 
direction of the algorithm. Finally, the number of music segments and the activation function type 
in the CNN algorithm trained by three-tuple samples were orthogonalized in the simulation 
experiment, and it was compared with SVM and traditional CNN algorithms. The results have 
been shown in the previous section. 

The results of the orthogonal experiments showed that the CNN algorithm trained by three-
tuple samples had the best recognition performance when the number of music segments was six 
and the activation function was relu. The reason is as follows. In order to reduce the influence of 
the peak angle of the stepped lines of the pitch sequence, the statistical features of the pitch 
sequence were used when constructing the pitch sequence features. After segmenting the music, 
the statistical features contained both global and local features. The increase of segments increased 
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the local features, so the accuracy increased, but when there were too many segments, local 
features were lost, so the accuracy decreased. Regarding activation functions, tahn and sigmoid 
have little variation with the input quantity at the edges and are easy to fall into locally optimal 
solutions in the training process, so the algorithm adopting the relu activation function performed 
the best. In addition, in the orthogonal experiments, the recognition performance of the CNN 
algorithm under different activation functions tended to increase first and then decrease with the 
increase of the number of music segments. The reason for this result is as follows. The 
segmentation of music increased the local music features, and the combination of segmented 
music generated global features, so the segmentation could improve the recognition performance. 
The increase in the number of segments meant an increase in the number of local features, so the 
recognition performance strengthened initially, but when the number of segments was too much, 
the length of segmented music was insufficient to bear enough features, which led to the loss of 
features and eventually made the recognition performance decline. 

The comparison of the three recognition algorithms showed that the CNN algorithm trained 
by three-tuple samples had the best recognition accuracy and took the least time to recognize, the 
traditional CNN algorithm was the second, and the SVM algorithm was the worst. The reason is 
as follows. The SVM algorithm directly adopted the statistical features of pitch sequence to 
recognize the genres of music fragments and did not profoundly analyze the connection between 
the features. When recognizing the genres of music fragments, the traditional CNN algorithm 
obtained the two-dimensional statistical features of the pitch sequence by segmentation and 
recombination, which takes into account the global and local features. Then, the deep connection 
between the features was mined through the convolution layer of the CNN. Thus, its accuracy was 
higher. The CNN algorithm proposed in this paper used three-tuple samples for training. In the 
training process, the actual results were compared with the calculated results, and the original and 
positive sample feature differences and the original and negative sample feature differences were 
also compared. Thus, it had the highest recognition accuracy. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper used the CNN algorithm to extract features from music melodies and recognize 
genres, took three-tuple samples as training samples, carried out orthogonal experiments on the 
number of music segments and the type of activation function, and compared the CNN algorithm 
trained by three-tuple samples with SVM and traditional CNN algorithms. The results are shown 
below. There were significant differences in the pitch melodic lines of different genres of music. 
When the number of music segments was six and the activation function was relu, the CNN 
algorithm trained by three-tuple samples had the best recognition performance. The CNN 
algorithm trained by three-tuple samples had the best recognition accuracy, followed by the 
traditional CNN algorithm and the SVM algorithm. The SVM algorithm took the longest average 
recognition time, the traditional CNN algorithm was the second, and the CNN algorithm trained 
by three-tuple samples took the shortest time. 
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